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ABSTRACT
Despite widespread interest in civic technologies, empowering neighbourhoods to take advantage of these technologies in their local area remains challenging. This paper presents findings from the Ardler Inventors project, which aimed to understand how neighbourhoods can be supported in performing roles normally carried out by researchers and designers. We describe the end-to-end process of bringing people together around technology, designing and prototyping ideas, and ultimately testing several devices in their local area. Through this work, we explore different strategies for infrastructuring local residents' participation with technology, including the use of hackathon-like intensive design events and pre-designed kits for assembly. We contribute findings relating to the ability of these strategies to support building communities around civic technology and the challenges that must be addressed.
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INTRODUCTION
As digital technologies once migrated from the workplace to the home, they now increasingly inhabit public spaces in our cities and towns. Although increasing attention is paid to the role of technologies at the large urban scale—for example, creating more efficient public services—less attention is paid to the role that technology can play in neighbourhoods and communities. Mirroring this emphasis on the macro-scale, these technologies are typically determined in a top-down fashion, with little ability for them to be shaped by those most affected by them and less still for citizens to leverage them for their own advantage.

To truly empower citizens in a digital age, we must find ways to meaningfully engage them with shaping and designing these technologies at a grassroots level, to empower them to create technology themselves and to use technology to take collective action.

Our work therefore considers the role of technology at the neighbourhood scale. Neighbourhoods can have distinct identities and may often face unique challenges [32], so it follows that the ways in which neighbourhoods can best make use of technology will vary accordingly. For this reason, HCI research has a long history of considering the role of technology at the neighbourhood scale, often through long-term engagement with neighbourhoods to create meaningful interventions that reflect the unique characteristics of the people and places they are designed for [e.g. 6, 27, 28].

However, our past work has identified challenges around ensuring that neighbourhood-scale technology interventions developed by researchers can be made sustainable, as it is typically difficult to support these research prototypes once projects have ended [30]. Moreover, we must also consider how these findings can be applied or replicated in other neighbourhoods, since most do not have researchers working with them. Towards this end, our current research explores how we can support infrastructuring [4] in neighbourhoods. This entails creating skills, relationships and other environmental factors to support citizens in developing solutions themselves, rather than simply acting as recipients of technology.

In this paper, we describe the Ardler Inventors project, which follows local residents through a year-long end-to-end process focusing specifically on physical technology. This involved coming together with researchers and makers, identifying opportunities for technology in their local area, prototyping ideas, then building and deploying refined prototypes. At different stages of this project, we have used different strategies to attempt to support the neighbourhood in their activities, including hackathon-like events and toolkits. We treat this process itself as a prototype, aiming to understand the successes and challenges at each stage of the project, in order to better understand the support that neighbourhoods need in shaping technology for their local area. Through this, we contribute a better understanding of the practical challenges of
infrastructuring in neighbourhoods, which will support researchers in refining such processes in the future.

BACKGROUND

Neighbourhoods and Technology

The role of technology in the geographic communities that exist around neighbourhoods and other geographic spaces has long been a topic of research for HCI and CSCW. As network technologies proliferated into homes, community networks such as the Blacksburg Electronic Village [6] demonstrated potential for supporting and building a sense of community. Interactive public displays likewise moved from workplaces into truly public spaces, with applications including photo sharing [28], noticeboards and information sharing [7], creating discourse [35], raising awareness of the local area [21] and preserving local culture [1].

More recently, there has been a “civic turn” [18] in HCI, in which neighbourhood-scale technologies have been overtly focused towards engaging or empowering citizens in making positive changes to their environment. Like other neighbourhood-scale technologies, many of these applications have been deployed in public spaces and taken advantage of their physical location, for example by capturing lightweight data from passers-by [e.g. 14, 15, 29, 34]. Other examples of civic technologies in neighbourhoods and communities have included locative apps [13] and citizen sensing [8] and have often been grounded in DIY activities, such as fruit foraging [9], which show citizens taking an active role in shaping their environment.

Common amongst much of this work is the use of participatory design and action research approaches, where local participants play a significant role in defining the shape of the technologies developed. However, the sustainability of these interventions has been called into question [30], since it can be difficult for local residents to maintain or modify prototypes on their own once researchers have moved on. Although strategies have been proposed to mitigate some of these difficulties [2, 30], they also make clear the importance of creating skills within the neighbourhood—something necessary for the DIY approaches described above. This gives us cause to consider how we might better create these skills and the circumstances under which neighbourhood residents can create with technology themselves.

Participation and Infrastructuring

Infrastructuring is a key concept in participatory research, particularly in cases where participants are most actively involved in shaping the project. As a participatory design activity, infrastructuring marks a turn away from creating products and services as outputs of the process, towards instead “identifying, designing and supporting social, technical and spatial infrastructures” [12] that will support future design activities. This infrastructuring supports the creation of publics—a “dynamic organisation of individuals and groups formed by the desire to address an issue” [19]—that have the motivations to work together towards exploring issues and perhaps developing solutions. Projects such as Malmö Living Labs [4] have utilised this approach for social innovation over the course of many years.

In these approaches, researchers play the role of friendly outsiders who become “coaches skilled at opening up lines of communication and facilitating research activities with community partners” [16], for example by suggesting appropriate technologies or skills that might be developed [22]. Recent examples of this type of activity at large scale can be seen in the Bristol Approach [3], a project that mobilised citizens across the city around the issue of dampness in homes. Central to this project’s approach was the development of a sensor kit and a “city commons” of data and knowledge, in which citizens were invested as owners and producers, not simply as recipients of an intervention designed by researchers. These approaches could also be seen as examples of civic laboratories [32], which call for the democratisation of technology creation to the community and neighbourhood scale.

Widening Participation in Making

More broadly, our research sits alongside a range of work that aims to widen participation in the creation of technology. Recognising that the world is increasingly shaped by technology, literacy in how these technologies work and how people can shape them themselves is becoming increasingly important. In recent years, there has been a marked effort to support digital fluency [23] using visual programming tools like Scratch or highly scaffolded environments like Apple’s Swift Playgrounds. In hardware, platforms like Arduino, Raspberry Pi and BBC Micro:bit aim to simplify the creation of physical prototypes, recognising that the increasing importance of digital technology extends far beyond the screen. Research around such platforms has shown their ability to engage with a much wider audience, for example by greatly simplifying the electronics required [17], enabling the use of a much wider range of materials [5] and by supporting more expressive and creative applications [24]. However, work in this area has also recognised the importance of supportive learning environments in addition to these platforms [20].

Although being able to create using technology is directly relevant to the goals of our project, making is also intrinsically entangled with the types of participation we describe above. Prototyping at different fidelities plays many roles in the design process [26], from focusing discussions, to testing hypotheses and creating new experiences. The ability of people to prototype allows them “to make ‘things’ that describe future objects, concerns or opportunities” [25]. For this reason, we see tools and methods that enable people to prototype for themselves as an essential part of any attempt to infrastructure participation in design.
ARDLER INVENTORS
The research described here took place across the duration of the Ardler Inventors project, which aimed to support neighbourhoods in developing their own civic technologies, especially physical devices in public spaces. Below, we describe the goals of this project and give an overview of its three core activities.

Ardler
Ardler is a neighbourhood in Dundee, Scotland, located on the northern edge of the city. The neighbourhood was constructed in the 1960s before suffering a period of decline and social issues, until the original estate was demolished in the 1990s and replaced with a smaller number of modern homes and substantial green space. Today, Ardler remains an area of the city with some social and economic issues. Efforts at regeneration continue beyond the replacement of the housing itself, with long-term plans in place to foster social inclusion and community development. A key part of this strategy is the establishment of Ardler Village Trust, a partnership between various local bodies, who saw our project as a potential part of their digital literacy efforts.

Project Overview
The Ardler Inventors project aimed to explore how neighbourhoods—rather than researchers working with them—could be empowered to take leading roles in imagining, creating and using technology in their local area. Our approach to this was exploring infrastructuring strategies that could be used with local residents, including hackathons to build networks between Ardler and the city’s vibrant creative and maker communities and toolkits to provide reusable patterns for civic technologies, culminating in community-led deployments in Ardler. Below, we briefly introduce each of these stages.

Inventor Days
The project was centred on a series of three day-long hackathon-like Inventor Days[31] spread across six weeks, which were designed to bring together Ardler residents with the city’s maker communities. Across the three events, mixed teams worked through a rough design process that involved: exploring Ardler to identify challenges and opportunities in the local area; brainstorming ideas using craft materials; exploring electronics and code to build rough prototypes; and finally fabricating more refined prototypes at the local makerspace. The central aim of these events was to build relationships between the local residents and makers that might facilitate future learning and collaboration between these groups, and secondarily to create excitement and enthusiasm around the possibilities of technology in the local area.

Neighbourhood residents were recruited through attendance at local events including a summer fair, with the support of Ardler Village Trust. None had any significant experience with technology before the events. Makers were recruited through the city’s makerspace, but also through personal connections further afield when uptake was low, and had a mix of technology and craft backgrounds.

Inventor Kits
In the second stage of the project, we experimented with the creation of a kit that could be used to rapidly build deployable physical computing prototypes. The kits comprised 3D-printed edge pieces and laser cut side and front panels, used to quickly build robust cases and electronics housing. Three complete kits were produced, based on the three concepts that emerged from the Inventor Days, but the system was designed so that it could easily be modified by cutting new front plates, or starting from scratch using pieces of the kits and templates that were provided. The aim of this phase was not to build a production-quality kit, but rather to explore the requirements for such kits, how Ardler residents responded to them and what challenges they faced in attempting to build products using them.

Ardler Deployments
The final stage of the project involved deploying the prototypes in Ardler. The objective of this stage was again to understand how well-equipped local residents would be to deploy prototypes themselves, having been through the process of designing and building the prototypes. As with this previous stage, we aimed to understand what needs and barriers Ardler residents faced in undertaking this activity. Although we were on hand to provide support, decisions about where to put prototypes and how to introduce them to the neighbourhood were left in the hands of participants as much as possible. Each of the prototypes was left with the participants who built them afterwards.

INVENTOR DAYS
The three Inventor Days formed the backbone of the project, through which Ardler residents came together, networked with the city’s makers, began to think about the role technology could play in their local area and prototyped ideas. These events were attended by approximately a dozen regular attendees, half of whom were from Ardler, with the rest being recruited through the city’s makerspace. Throughout the rest of the paper, we will pay close attention to the journeys of two participants, Rebecca and Steve, who remained engaged through the entire process. In this section, we describe how these events were designed, the outputs we saw in terms of both designs and less tangible gains, and the challenges encountered at this stage.

Designing the Events
Adapting Hackathons
Hackathons formed the starting point for the design of the Inventor Day events. We particularly aimed to capture their intensive nature and their focus on active participation and creative thinking, as opposed to more discursive consultations. However, we also recognised inclusivity challenges with the hackathon format and made significant changes to cater to a wider audience. Rather than a single
weekend-long event, we opted instead for a series of three events, each lasting only six hours, which would allow parents and families to attend. The first two events were also hosted in Ardler’s community centre, which was intended to remove the need for transport and lower barriers that might stop people attending.

The events were each broadly themed around a different phase of the design process. The first focused on insight gathering around the neighbourhood and identifying challenges and opportunities in the local area, with a strong emphasis on sharing knowledge and building relationships amongst the attendees. The second event followed a more conventional hackathon model, where teams gathered around the ideas that had been invented and began prototyping using a mix of craft materials and simple electronics. At the final event, we moved to the city’s makerspace to make use of digital fabrication equipment and build finalised prototypes.

Prioritising Local Knowledge
A key feature of our adaptations was the aim of prioritising attendees’ knowledge and experience of the local area rather than technical knowledge brought by makers. One of the main activities at the first event was a walk around the neighbourhood, where residents gave guided tours to makers. This put them in the position of being the experts rather than the makers coming in with technical expertise. The focus shifted away from technology and onto residents’ knowledge of their local area, helping both us and the makers to gain a sense of what Ardler was like. This also removed pressure on the makers to be the creative influence (“I really liked that all the ideas were not coming from my head. I liked that they were coming from people all around me”).

Technology was introduced only slowly: at the first event, makers demoed some projects they had worked on, but otherwise there was no direct use of technology. Instead, attendees prototyped their ideas using craft materials, which allowed them to gravitate towards skills and media they were already comfortable with. The use of electronics was only introduced at the second event, where it was introduced as a means of driving forward ideas that people already had, rather than being a driving force itself.

Findings and Outcomes
Gaining Insights into the Neighbourhood
One of the main outcomes of the Inventor Days was the insights generated into the neighbourhood. Focusing on learning about Ardler was the starting point for identifying issues and inspiring ideas, which were developed across the remainder of the first day. This occurred firstly through casual gatherings over lunch and then through the afternoon’s activities, where participants distilled their observations from the morning into a series of challenges and opportunities, then ultimately a set of ideas that could be taken forward into the second event.

Many of the insights generated through this exercise, such as problems with traffic or a lack of activities for teenagers, were broadly representative of similar neighbourhoods across the country. However, this process also exposed unique characteristics of Ardler. For example, one group’s tour focused extensively on the history of the area, its redevelopment in the 1990s and the things that had been lost in that process, which featured heavily in some of the ideas explored during the afternoon. Other discussions included local legends about witches and crocodiles, a popular Santa’s grotto that ran every year in the community centre, and the way that goods circulated around the local area through their charity shop—ideas that would later filter into some of the designs.

Prototypes Developed
Three main ideas were developed and refined across the series of events. Steve, a father who attended with his son, and Mary, a community organiser, led the development of Info Box (Figure 1), a digital noticeboard to help the neighbourhood to share local information. This was inspired by a worker from neighbourhood’s charity shop, who was often asked for information about upcoming events. This was initially prototyped using a small one-line display inside a scavenged plastic box, but was later rebuilt using a Raspberry Pi inside a laser-cut case, with buttons to navigate backwards and forwards through a presentation.

The second prototype, Traffic Trails (Figure 2), was led by Rebecca, a mother who attended with her daughter, and was inspired by issues around traffic safety in the neighbourhood, especially around the schools, which had emerged during the walk around the local area. The idea centred on a trail or roadside device, which would cause children to stop and interact, meaning they did not rush too far ahead of their parents. The final design was a musical toy, but the team imagined that its functionality might change over time to include games and other different interactions.

The final prototype, titled Local Legends, was led by Rebecca’s daughter Holly, and focused on the idea of an
interactive dinosaur installation, which was inspired by stories and legends told locally. Working with several makers, this was prototyped at different scales, first as a large cardboard dinosaur head with illuminating eyes, then as small light-up dinosaur badges that they discussed being sold around the neighbourhood. The ambition for this design was a large installation in nearby woods, which proved too ambitious to prototype at full scale.

**Becoming Comfortable with Technology**

Through developing these simple prototypes, Ardler residents gained insights into the process of developing technology and the skills and materials involved. For many of the participants, the idea that technology was malleable and they could adapt and build it themselves was not something that they had given much thought to (“I’ve never been interested in computing or building things, or doing anything like that […] until the Saturday, when I got my hands on the Arduino boards”). Even over a short period of time, attendees gained a much greater appreciation of what was possible, what technologies existed and were surprised at the lack of effort required to achieve tangible results. In many cases, this meant becoming involved directly in coding, either working alongside one of the makers on a shared project, or being tutored and supported in doing so independently.

For some, coding quickly became a new hobby: Steve engaged participants in Ardler, who had worked together to create a set of ideas and prototypes, while creating knowledge and enthusiasm around technology. By the end of the events, the prototypes had been taken forward, including soliciting feedback from other neighbourhood residents and scouting out possible locations for deployments. In these activities, we see participants taking ownership of the ideas they developed and proactively moving them forward. We also saw other types of activity unrelated to building neighbourhood technologies, which still had clear links back to the Inventor Days. In particular, Rebecca made efforts to start a school science club, which had initially emerged as part of a conversation with the local primary school about how they could become involved in the project. As she described: “now that everyone’s excited, things just keep popping up”.

However, in terms of building a new network of Ardler residents and makers who continued to engage with each other in making, the events were less successful. Although some communication had continued to take place outside the events, one participant still described the relationship as “a closed book”. From the beginning, we struggled to recruit makers from the local area and needed to bring in several participants from other cities. Although the group had bonded well across the events, the project was one of many activities the makers were involved in, and the makerspace’s community manager described the many hackathons and other design events in the city that competed for their time. As such, there was less clear motivation for them to stay involved with Ardler after the main series of events had concluded and far fewer of the makers remained involved in the subsequent stages of the project.

**INFRASTRUCTURING ONGOING ACTIVITY**

A key measure of success for this first stage of the project was to infrastructure Ardler residents’ ability to take forward activities on their own or in co-operation with makers after the events had finished. Although this is something that plays out over a much longer timeframe than our project can account for, we saw indications of onwards activity beginning to emerge.

Between Inventors Days, we saw examples of participants continuing to think about their ideas and how they might be taken forward, including soliciting feedback from other neighbourhood residents and scouting out possible locations for deployments. In these activities, we see participants taking ownership of the ideas they developed and proactively moving them forward. We also saw other types of activity unrelated to building neighbourhood technologies, which still had clear links back to the Inventor Days. In particular, Rebecca made efforts to start a school science club, which had initially emerged as part of a conversation with the local primary school about how they could become involved in the project. As she described: “now that everyone’s excited, things just keep popping up”.

However, in terms of building a new network of Ardler residents and makers who continued to engage with each other in making, the events were less successful. Although some communication had continued to take place outside the events, one participant still described the relationship as “a closed book”. From the beginning, we struggled to recruit makers from the local area and needed to bring in several participants from other cities. Although the group had bonded well across the events, the project was one of many activities the makers were involved in, and the makerspace’s community manager described the many hackathons and other design events in the city that competed for their time. As such, there was less clear motivation for them to stay involved with Ardler after the main series of events had concluded and far fewer of the makers remained involved in the subsequent stages of the project.

**INVENTOR KITS**

The Inventor Days had created a new community of engaged participants in Ardler, who had worked together to create a set of ideas and prototypes, while creating knowledge and enthusiasm around technology. By the end of the events, the prototypes had been taken as far as they could be with the skills and resources available to them, but they were still somewhat early prototypes. The second stage of the project explored how this new community could
overcome that barrier and take the next step towards real-world use and how other neighbourhoods might be able to replicate these designs. To explore this, we developed a set of kits to with two broad goals: firstly, to understand the challenges that they might face when constructing physical civic technologies from kits, and secondly how well such kits might enable them to devise new civic technologies or customise devices for their local area.

Early Input
In planning the second phase of the project, we wanted to maintain the close involvement of Ardler residents, with a view to them gradually taking on the leading role in the deployments. It was important that they still felt ownership of the designs and involvement in steering the course of the project. Towards this end, we organised several informal gatherings following the Inventor Days, including a showcase of their designs in the neighbourhood and a gathering in our studio to discuss next steps. These gatherings had several goals: to maintain the sense of community that had been established amongst the group, to establish what continuing activities had occurred since the Inventor Days concluded, and to gather feedback on the approach to the subsequent stages of the project.

Throughout this discussion, there was a clear desire for these deployments to happen as an outcome of the project (“if it wasn’t kept going, that would be disappointing”). This included a sense that, were the project to end without deployments, it would mean that only the small number of participants would have benefited from being involved, rather than the entire neighbourhood. They also expressed a preference for being directly involved in building prototypes for deployment. Indeed, before our suggestion of a kit was introduced, Steve suggested a similar solution.

The research team were also struck by the level to which participants immediately began to engage with the practical issues around deployments. For example, when talking about the Info Box prototype, Rebecca immediately asked, “is that sustainable?”, referring to the need to generate content. This launched a discussion about where content might be sourced from, who might be responsible for this, how they would gain access to the devices and how access could be maintained while also preventing vandalism. The group also immediately saw other purposes for the kit, including opportunities for use in school projects and the after-school club that Rebecca was setting up.

Kit Design
The overall aim for the kit was that, like a Lego set, it could be used to build a specific device, but that the parts could also be repurposed to build different types of physical civic technology. The kit used a system of plastic edge pieces, which could be combined with side panels to form cases with mounting points for Arduino Uno or Raspberry Pi boards and other electronics (Figure 3). Example devices demonstrated ways of mounting inputs and outputs, including large, tactile buttons, displays, motion sensors and speakers. It was intended that users could mix and match these parts and mountings, as well as adapting the cases for new components. We provided ready-manufactured parts, but all the parts were either digitally fabricated (by 3D printer or laser cutter) or widely available standard parts (e.g. screws) so that the templates could be distributed digitally and recreated.

We created three kits based around the three designs generated at the Inventor Days. The Info Box and Traffic Trails kits remained very close to the final prototypes created during the workshops. The Local Legends kit utilised an idea that had been discussed by the team, but not prototyped, in which an interactive dinosaur would respond to movement with sound and lights.

Evaluation Workshop
To evaluate the kit, participants from the first series of events reconvened for a fourth workshop. Returning attendees included Steve and Rebecca and their children, Mary, the community organiser, and several of the makers.

Figure 3. Example of the Inventor Kit used to build the Info Box prototype, before addition of buttons.
In the first part of the workshop, they were given the kits based on their previous ideas to construct. In the second half of the workshop, participants were encouraged to modify the products or explore new ideas that they could rapidly prototype using the kits. The findings below were derived from both our own observations at the event and interviews conducted with participants afterwards.

Responding to the Kit
Attendees at the workshop responded positively towards receiving the kits and towards the finished products. As had struck us at previous events, such as the meeting in our studio or the showcase in Ardler, there was a strong sense a community that had formed around the project coming back together. There was also a perception of the kits as gifts from the research team and a sense of excitement about the task of building them (“there was lots of, ‘it’s just like Christmas’ happening, we knew we were given something fun to put together”).

Ardler residents responded particularly well to the more polished nature of the devices compared to the previous iterations, while still retaining a sense of ownership (“it just looked like this is an actual product now, rather than just something we’d knocked together ourselves, but it’s our vision still”). In general, there was a strong sense of achievement, both in terms of reaching the end-point of a process that had played out over several months and in having successfully built the kits into working prototypes over a period of only one or two hours.

Developing New Ideas
A central goal of the kit was to enable Ardler residents to easily prototype new ideas or modify the devices they had already built. However, although we saw some limited examples of this, they largely saw the devices as finished objects, coming at the end of a long process. Having already iterated over multiple versions of the devices, they were heavily invested in these ideas and generally unwilling to begin the process again: “once we’d done it, complete at that point, and knowing how much work we’d put into making one originally, I just wasn’t up for making a new one at that point”. This highlights that tools like the Inventor Kits cannot necessarily be separated from the wider programme of activities surrounding them, which was responsible for creating investment in specific ideas.

Despite this, all the groups moved towards this goal in smaller ways. After building the Traffic Trails device, Rebecca conceived a trail of simpler boxes for the nearby woods, which would play different animal sounds. This was partly in response to the complexity of wiring the many buttons and lights on her prototype, but also recalled some of the original greenspace trail ideas from the Inventor Days. Although she did not prototype it using the kit, she did begin to sketch out the idea on paper. There were also examples of small-scale alterations to the existing devices: the Info Box was modified with aesthetic flourishes and later retrofitted with a speaker and used as a jukebox.

After the event, Steve was more vocal about possible modifications and was particularly interested in removing the small screen from the Info Box to create a device that could turn any display into a noticeboard. In general, both the Info Box and Traffic Trails kits were seen as generic enough interfaces that they could be reprogrammed to serve different purposes (“you give somebody a screen and buttons and a box and say […] that’s how you programme it do what you want”). On the other hand, Mary, who had been involved in the Info Box from the beginning, was less interested in modifying the device further, but more concerned about practical deployment concerns.

Technical Ability and Challenges
The research team paid particular attention to how well participants were able to build the kits and where they needed most support. Constructing the devices themselves was straightforward, but some of the groups were intimidated by the complexity of the electronics inside. The devices were functionally quite simple, but making the internals reconfigurable rather than using custom circuits had led to many wires and connectors. Rebecca talked about the need for much clearer documentation for them to be able to build the kits on their own, even beginning herself to sketch out what these might look like. When problems arose it quickly became clear that troubleshooting skills were particularly valuable. For example, when one of the Info Box’s buttons did not work, it required one of the makers to examine the wiring with a multimeter to isolate the problem. Although he had begun to develop basic skills with electronics, Steve did not yet have the experience to tackle these more complex issues.

Although we had expected that replacing the front plate would be the most effective way of modifying the devices, groups who attempted this found it intimidating (“I was looking at it and thinking maybe this is a bit beyond my skill level”). Traffic Trails had an intricate front panel made from multiple overlapping sheets that aimed to recreate the aesthetic of the original prototype. The Local Legends dinosaur was likewise constructed from multiple pieces due to the size of the laser cutter available at the makerspace. The complexity of the front pieces and the vector graphics software used to edit them discouraged them from seeking out other approaches, such as hand-crafting front pieces rather than laser cutting them.

However, we did see some evidence that the skills and knowledge being developed through the Inventor Days process could support further creation using the kit. For example, Steve was confident that he could get parts for the kit printed or cut through online services, which he had done recently for a craft activity with his son. But although the event was in the city’s makerspace, participants did not identify this as a means of accessing the machinery they needed. This ability to replicate the kit was an important part of the design, allowing it to be distributed digitally.
ARDLER DEPLOYMENTS
Having designed and constructed prototypes, participants displayed a strong desire to see their designs deployed. The final stage of the project aimed to understand how well-equipped they were to do this themselves. At this stage, our primary interest was in the barriers that they would face and what additional support and infrastructuring might be needed. Below, we describe our attempts at public deployments over two separate days. As in other stages of the project, we focus here on the barriers that emerged and the planning that was necessary to overcome these.

Early Planning
As we have discussed previously, deployment considerations began to emerge early during the process, long before prototypes were built or concrete deployment plans were made. Some of these were very practical matters—such as battery life or fears about vandalism—that the simplicity of the prototypes and kit did not allow them to address. However, participants also spent much time discussing issues including content creation and deployment locations, as well as different ways of approaching the deployment to overcome some of the more practical issues (“I think in the beginning, it might be nice to take it in somewhere inside and let a group of people have a go at it and try and get some feedback”).

For the Ardler residents, some clear goals began to emerge. First was a desire to gather feedback on what they had built, with a view to working towards more significant, perhaps permanent, deployments in the future. Secondly, there was a sense of frustration that more people from the local area had not been interested in joining the project and a desire to share it with a wider audience. Sharing what they had built was seen as a way of engaging more people and potentially building interest in being more involved in the future.

Deployment 1
On the first day of deployments, Rebecca, with her daughter and son, trialled the Traffic Trails and Local Legends prototypes in various outdoor locations around Ardler. Working together, we initially tried to install the devices in a small wooded area in the neighbourhood, as a focus on greenspace in the local area had been present in the design process of both devices. However, we quickly found that plastic ties were unsuitable for securing the prototypes to trees. Instead, we attempted to attach the prototypes to various railings and around Ardler.

Across the day, the most significant challenge was the lack of people on the street who could interact with the prototypes. Even during a school holiday, the streets were relatively quiet, which made it difficult to conduct observations. However, towards the end of the day, they placed the prototypes on railings outside the community centre entrance. This was one of the busiest locations in the neighbourhood, where people frequently waited to meet other people, or passed on the way in and out of the centre. In this location, passers-by would often be attracted by the

Local Legends dinosaur, which played dinosaur noises when somebody passed close by, and then stop to interact with the Traffic Trails device, which was more interactive.

A recurring topic in our discussion during the day was discomfort in standing back and watching people interact with the prototypes. As Rebecca described: “It’s going to be a bit odd, you know? Waiting for people to come past. I think getting a group and taking it into a group and seeing their reactions would be more immediate.” They also noted the strange reactions when people encountered these foreign objects with no context (“everyone’s expecting candid camera or something”). Rather, they were most comfortable when directly explaining the prototypes. For example, when somebody who Rebecca knew through their children’s school passed by, this led to an extended conversation about the story behind the devices.

Deployment 2
At the second deployment, both Rebecca and Steve helped to deploy all three prototypes at the local community centre during an annual Fun Day, a popular event that attracts hundreds of visitors from Ardler and nearby areas. During the event, the community centre’s main hall is filled with stalls from vendors and local organisations, with activities for children in other rooms. We had originally hoped to conduct deployments outside the main entrance, which is busy during the fair and had been successful previously, but poor weather meant they were located inside the community centre instead.

Having learned about the importance of location from our first attempts, Rebecca spent a lot of time trying to find the perfect location (“it needs to be at a natural stopping place”) and was most concerned that it be seen by the largest number of people possible. They were initially placed at the side of a wide corridor at the building’s entrance, but after noticing that most people were passing straight by, she wanted to try other locations. After moving them around the corner, they were seen by many more
people as they moved through the main hall and one of the side rooms hosting children’s activities (Figure 4).

This location also provided a seating area where we could observe interaction, but which was close enough to allow them to chat with people about the prototypes, which had been a problem on the first deployment attempt. Rebecca spent a lot of time speaking with passersby, including gathering feedback (e.g. asking a mother “do you think this would stop him on the road?” while her son was playing with Traffic Trails). Due to the nature of the event, this was also an opportunity to show the prototypes to representatives from the city council and other local organisations. For example, one council worker was particularly impressed by the Info Box and thought it would be a good addition to community centres around the city. Throughout, the sense of pride and desire to share their achievements remained strongly evident.

During this time, Steve decided to prototype his idea of a box that could be plugged into a larger display by appropriating a large screen from the community centre and opening the Info Box to access its HDMI port and see how the current content would look on a larger screen. He was happy with the result, which attracted passers-by, although it did not seem clear to them that it was interactive. Unlike Rebecca, he was less interested in gaining feedback or in seeing how the Info Box would work in the wild, but rather saw this as an opportunity to keep tinkering and expanding on the idea he had developed through the previous events.

**Handing Over and Ongoing Work**

At the end of the second deployment, both Rebecca and Steve decided to take the prototypes away with them. Rebecca has remained in regular contact, sending regular updates on her craft activities and seeking funding opportunities for her after school club. She had earlier spoken about plans to take Traffic Trails into schools and nurseries that she worked with to get feedback which she has gone on to do in the months following the deployments. Steve, along with Mary, planned to trial the Info Box in Ardler’s charity shop, which had been the original use case behind its design. However, at the time of writing, these remained future ambitions. Our own interactions with participants from Ardler have included exhibiting the prototypes at several events in the city, including a major design festival, where both Rebecca and Steve were present to share their work and talk about the project.

**DISCUSSION**

Across the three stages of the project, several recurrent themes have emerged that presented obstacles but that also suggest new approaches. Below, we discuss the importance of understanding motivations, supporting ownership and investment, and scaling and maintaining enthusiasm.

**Problem Solving and Motivations**

Our approach to this project was about problem solving and giving Ardler residents the tools that they needed to address issues in their local area. However, they often had different motivations. For participants from Ardler, being involved in the project was about enjoyment and personal achievement, while their interest in testing the devices was grounded in sharing what they had built and getting feedback rather than tackling an issue. The importance of motivations was also clear from the relatively low number of local makers and creatives, where the motivations for them to be involved were less clear.

These factors manifested themselves at various stages in the project. At the earliest stages of design, participants strayed away from problems or challenges in Ardler, focusing instead on their lives and experience of the neighbourhood (for example, the walk to school for a parent) where they could use technology creatively to help themselves and others in smaller ways, both functional and whimsical. In the final stages of the project, we can see with hindsight that there was a strong desire from participants for deployments in more familiar and controlled environments. The influence of the research team directed the deployments towards more naturalistic installations in public spaces, of the type that we might normally use for a research project. For local residents, with a different set of goals, this approach was not conducive to sharing their efforts and getting lightweight feedback. For Rebecca especially, the deployment activities as they were originally conceived were of little value, but smaller, more meaningful encounters with other people in Ardler aligned much better with her own motivations.

This suggests to us that HCI needs to move beyond exclusively framing neighbourhood-level applications of technology in terms of problem-solving. While the research taking this approach is incredibly valuable, our findings suggest that less politically charged approaches might engage a different audience with different motivations. Such an approach still empowers neighbourhoods by creating infrastructure in the form of technology-engaged communities with the enthusiasm and skills to apply technology in any way they see fit. Were an issue to arise in the future, these skills and energy could be applied towards such a purpose as well—but they could equally well not be. Likewise, our approach of having residents take on roles we had played in previous projects, replicating our approaches, may need to give way to something different.

**Supporting Ownership and Investment**

A recurrent theme across the project has been the sense of ownership that participants felt over the prototypes that they had built. This was best demonstrated by the sense of pride that came across strongly in interviews with participants and in the way that they talked about the prototypes to others. As others have suggested [2], facilitating this kind of investment in the project supports the likelihood of something more sustainable emerging. We can see examples of this longer-term investment and ownership in Rebecca’s continuing efforts to gather feedback and in
Steve’s efforts to continue modifying and expanding his prototype. A large part of this was being able to trace the ideas and concepts embodied by each prototype back through the process to their own work. Even when the kits were developed by the research team, they still felt pride in these finished products.

However, it has become clear that the importance of ownership extends beyond just the prototypes and towards the process itself. As we described above, some of the difficulty at the deployment stage emerged when the research team’s pre-conceived ideas about how such activities might be structured discouraged Ardler residents from pursuing the types of activities that might have better supported their personal goals and motivations. Where local participants were more invested in the process—for example, being consulted on how we should move from the first to the second stages—we saw more evidence of investment in the outputs from that stage.

This returns us to our core motivation of transferring control from researchers to neighbourhoods, while also reflecting recent calls to support participants in reconfiguring design processes themselves [33]. But it also exposes the paradox that makes this difficult: the participants must take control of the process to be invested in it, but creating a community of invested local residents initially required a carefully designed process. What this suggests is that while the need for some form of bootstrapping is inevitable, the providers of this facilitation should remain aware of their own influence and regularly evaluate the changing role of participants, to ensure that they have direct influence over the process as early and as regularly as possible. Over the course of a long engagement with a neighbourhood, it might be the case that the nature of this relationship changes multiple times.

**Scaling and Maintaining Enthusiasm**

We first began recruiting for the Inventor Days a full year before the final day of deployments. Levels of activity varied across the project, peaking around the Inventor Days series, but the number of participants dropped significantly in the second half of the project. The Inventor Days ran with approximately a dozen attendees, split evenly between Ardler residents and makers, but only two core participants and their families remained involved by the end of the project, along with the community manager of the local makerspace.

On the one hand, the small number of participants was not entirely problematic. The small group at the Inventor Days bonded closely in a way that might not have been possible with a larger group. The sense of ownership described above was possible partly because all the participants could be closely involved in one of the designs. But at the same time, the increasingly small number of active participants from Ardler poses a clear problem for sustainability. The loss of many of the makers made the remaining participants increasingly reliant on the research team for technical input, while the sense of energy and comradery that had defined the earlier events was greatly reduced, replaced by individual relationships between participants and the research team. The series of events was difficult to join mid-way through, while the deployments were clearly part of some ‘thing’ that most residents were not aware of. Points of difficulty arose when trying to interface with the wider neighbourhood, such as the poorly attended showcase and the deployments.

So, although a small group of core participants who can drive projects forward might be beneficial, it became clear that making the type of process we prototyped work will also rely on wider connections across the neighbourhood. In particular, we should consider how activities in the neighbourhood can be made more open, by designing events that support drop-in, lightweight engagement, for example, or by regular work-in-progress exhibitions in the neighbourhood, perhaps organised by participants themselves, as well as the kind of low-key feedback opportunities that Rebecca had favoured. Doing this might put the core participants in a better position to access a wider network of resources. We include the city’s makers in this wider halo of resources, but also the participants’ personal networks, including schools, groups and other organisations that exist in Ardler. Finally, despite our efforts to minimise the role of researchers, there remains an important role for universities in providing longer-term, lower-intensity support.

**SUMMARY**

Providing neighbourhoods with the means to best take advantage of new technologies in their local area is a difficult challenge. Through this research, we have prototyped a series of strategies for engaging neighbourhood residents in different stages of a design process: from gathering insights and prototyping ideas, through to fabricating refined prototypes and conducting deployments to gain feedback. Each of these approaches has shown promise in building the relationships, skills and enthusiasm needed to support future creativity in the neighbourhood. However, we also saw that some of our assumptions about the role of technology and creativity in neighbourhoods were misconceived. Further work must continue to explore how neighbourhoods can better take ownership not just of the technology, but of the processes that develop them.
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